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INTEGRATE ANAAUTONOMOUS
SHUTTLE CONNECTOR
ESTABLISH A DEPOT
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
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INTEGRATE AN AUTONOMOUS
SHUTTLE CONNECTOR

CONSTRUCT A
MULTI-USE ARENA

A new Downtown Multi-Use Arena could
play host to a wide range of events,
including music, sports, conferences, and
more; ensuring that there will be something
for everyone in Downtown Greensboro. The
arena will build on the momentum in the
Ballpark neighborhood, bringing thousands
of visitors to Downtown each year.

Use high-tech transit to connect
UNCG, Downtown, and A&T and to
move people through Downtown. An
Autonomous Vehicle (AV) shuttle featuring
technology from A&T would bring people
to and through the most vibrant areas of
Downtown. This iconic, innovative and
functional system could put Greensboro
ahead of the curve in modern transit
solutions.
PLACE A DOT ON YOUR THREE FAVORITE IDEAS!

DOWNTOWN
GREENSBORO
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BIG MOVES
PICK YOUR TOP 3!
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CREATE A BATTLEGROUND
C
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT
CONSTRUCT A
MULTI-USE ARENA

ESTABLISH SOUTH
END AND
D
LOWER DOWNTOWN GATEWAY PLANS
CREATE A BATTLEGROUND
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT

BUILD A
CONTAINER HUB

Battleground Street in LoFi would be
ground zero for local entertainment.
A vibrant, pedestrian-oriented zone with
music, dining,
and nightlife
options
Amultiple
new Downtown
Multi-Use
Arena could
could
createtoa adestination
street
and talent
play host
wide range
of events,
showcase
thatsports,
is uniquely
Greensboro.
including
music,
conferences,
and
more; ensuring that there will be something
for everyone in Downtown Greensboro. The
arena will build on the momentum in the
Ballpark neighborhood, bringing thousands
of visitors to Downtown each year.

Some of Greensboro’s most exciting
innovations are happening in South End
and LoDo. A bold gateway to Elm Street
will Battleground
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create
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streetscapes would cement these areas as
destinations.

STAY TUNED, GET INVOLVED!
DOWNTOWNGREENSBORO.ORG

In a nod to the City’s status as a railroad hub,
a container hub adjacent to the Depot
would create an activity-filled space with
pop-up shops, creative exhibitions, and
dining options in a hip, open atmosphere.
Containers will serve as incubators, bringing
new culinary and shopping options to
Downtown, providing a springboard for
entrepreneurs and a destination for visitors.
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Share your Big Moves for
Downtown Greensboro!
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OTHER BIG MOVES
Share your Big Moves for
Downtown Greensboro!

STAY TUNED, GET INVOLVED!

